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Summary: Innovation and deployment policies can bring about cost
reductions in developing renewable energy technologies. This work uses
the example of wave energy to quantify the required investment,
timescales and deployment to achieve cost parity in different scenarios.
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About me

• 2nd year PhD student at 
University of Edinburgh

• Research area - Innovation in 
the wave energy sector

Presentation overview

• Introduction
• Context to the work
• Motivation and background

• Modelling approach

• Results

• Discussion/implications
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Context to the work
• PhD on innovation systems design for the wave 

energy sector

• This work is specifically looking at top down 
public investment
• How push and pull policy effect innovation
• What is the right policy mix?

• Aligns with work WES carries out – quantification of the 
avoided investment through running technology innovation 
programmes 

• Overlap with DTOceanPlus market analysis
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Marine energy cost benefit analysis – DTOceanPlus

PhD research areas



Motivation
• Policies that enable cost reductions in developing 

renewable energy technologies can be classified as [1]: 
• Technology push policy 
• Market pull policy 

• In general: 
• Technology push policy better at enabling higher risk step-

change innovation [2][4][5] 
• Market pull policy enables incremental innovation [2][3]

• The importance of a mix of these policies is 
acknowledged, however the balance is disputed [6]

• This work provides a tool for evidence based policy 
making to provide some quantification of different policy 
mixes
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What is learning investment?
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Equation 1 - SF experience curve used for the analysis

Key parameters in determining experience curve:

• Capacity (C0) after which consistent cost reduction occurs
• Starting  LCOE (LCOE0) after which consistent cost 

reduction occurs
• Learning rate (LR) percentage LCOE reduction for every 

doubling of cumulative deployed capacity

C0 and LCOE0 after which 
consistent cost reduction occurs

Wholesale market price

Subsidising to WMP 
= learning investment

Subsidy
Target LCOE



Modelling approach
1. Learning curve equation gives us LCOE vs 

capacity for each combination of 
a) Learning rate (LR) 

b) Threshold Capacity (C0) 

c) Starting  LCOE (LCOE0)

2. Assume a deployment scenario
a) Exponential deployment for the examples 

today (can be interpolated)

b) Deployment stops when LCOE target is met

3. This gives us LCOE variation with time
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Modelling approach
1. The calculation is carried out in 

a series of time steps 
a) In each time step there is a 

deployment based on deployment 
trajectory 

b) LCOE based on experience curve
c) Tariff duration

2. The cumulative volume of these 
cuboids multiplied by the 
capacity factor is the learning 
investment
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Tariff duration

Learning investment example (large time steps for illustrative purposes)



Model Inputs and outputs
Model Inputs

• Model set with base case scenarios

• Main analysis performed on: 
• Starting LCOE, Learning Threshold, LR

Outputs

• Sensitivity to inputs

• Timeseries values

• Contour plot for scenarios
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Variable Unit Base case Description
LR % 15 LCOE reduction per doubling capacity
Support Years Yr 20 Revenue support mechanism duration
Capacity Increase %/yr 25 Increase in deployed capacity per year
LCOE target €/MWh 50 LCOE when capacity additions are stopped
Threshold capacity MW 200 Deployment at which learning is sustained
Starting capacity MW 25 Current cumulative installed capacity
Capacity factor / 0.3 Device avg power/rated power
Initial LCOE €/MWh 350 LCOE of initial deployment
Discount rate % 3.5 Social discount rate (UK Treasury)

Base case model inputs for the wave energy sector

Representative outputs



Main result - Investment scenarios
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Can quantify the ‘avoided 
cost’ of reducing LCOE 
through pre-commercial 
step-change innovation

A. €761bn
B. €180bn
C. €67bn

Pre-deployment 
innovation reduces 
learning investment

A

B CGermany alone spent €82bn 
subsidising deployment of 45GW 
of solar PV from 2000-2018 [7]
(2018 PV global capacity = 
480GW [8]) 

Contour values scale 
linearly with Learning 

Threshold (C0)



Other results
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Sensitivity analysisTimeseries



Next steps
• Evaluating the balance of costs and 

benefits in different policy mix 
scenarios
• Integrating step change innovation

• Methodology based on WES structured 
innovation programme 

• The potential for step change cost 
reductions offered by novel conversion 
technologies
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Structured innovation flow chart



Policy implications
• Scenario building, not forecasting!

• Quantifies the value of well designed 
(or poorly designed) policy

• Making informed policy decisions 
– policies that drive:
• Higher learning rates 

• Lower starting LCOEs

• Learning from a lower deployed capacity

• Avoid throwing good money after bad -
curtailing support for technologies on 
unattractive cost reduction trajectories
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Policy actions that effect learning investment
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Assumptions
1. Capacity additions occur in monthly time steps following an

exponential 25% per annum trend until the LCOE reaches the target
LCOE (model can also interpolate between deployment targets)

a) Deployment in our model is also insensitive to the technology’s LCOE

2. Capacity factor variation is not included in the modelling

3. The revenue support level perfectly follows the sector experience curve

4. The average WMP remains constant

5. The target LCOE is the WMP

6. Public R&D and subsidised business R&D are excluded from main
analysis

7. The experience curve is smooth and continuous

8. Early commercial RET projects (including wave energy) will likely rely on 
a mix of private finance and either government loans, this was not 
modelled
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Sensitivity analysis

Coupled and non-linear Independent and linear

(sensitivity analysis uses base case assumptions for other inputs)
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